
ENGLISH LITERATURE LEARNING JOURNEY

The course demands that candidates read widely, critically and independently, across 
centuries and genres. Central to the topics is an understanding of how readers’ responses 

are shaped by the context, the writers’ choices and by other readers’ interpretations. 
Candidates are challenged to form opinions after reading critical reviews. Six core texts are 

studied including poetry and prose: one of which must be written pre-1900 and one 
Shakespeare play. The examinations also include unseen poetry and prose. As well as 

careers in journalism, advertising and teaching, the skills gained from English Literature 
can lead students to move on to a wide range of other professions.
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YEAR
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Focus will be 
mainly on Part 1 
of the novel and 

how McEwan 
explores the 

theme of Love

How the theme of Love and  
has been presented in 
Literature throughout 

history
Through reading,

 discussion and
analysis

Pre 1900 anthology of Love 
Poems spanning from 16th – 

late 18th century

Revision for end of year 
assessments

Introduction to the NEA, which is 
a comparative study of two texts, 
one pre-1900 and one post-1900.

Revisiting Spies and Cat 
on a Hot Tin Roof for 

end of year assessments

Completion of Atonement
Comparison of the ways in 
which the theme of Love is 

explored in the Pre-1900 
poetry anthology and in 

Atonement

Context of the play ‘Cat on a Hot Tin 
Roof’ focusing on the in�uences and 
context of Tennessee Williams’ life

Reading the play as a class
Watching at least one adaptation of the play

 Comparison of the play Cat on a Hot 
Tin Roof with Michael Frayn’s Spies
Understanding of the similarities 

between postmodern texts and how 
these two writers each explore 

similar themes

Submission of the �nal draft 
NEA in the form of a 2500 word 

comparative essay and 
bibliography

Introduction to Carol Ann Du�y’s 
collection of poetry, Feminine 

Gospels
Exploring Du�y’s in�uences and the 

context of the text

Complete the study 
of Othello

The study of Othello and 
�nish reading the play 

Writing NEAs and working 
towards the deadline at the 

start of Term 3

 Revision will be on the 
di�erent components of the 

Love and Relationships side of 
the course: Unseen Poetry, 
Atonement, The Pre 1900 

poetry anthology and Othello.

Revision and 
preparation for summer 

examinations.

Revision of all the texts studied: 
Spies, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, 
Feminine Gospels and also 

Unseen Prose.

Revision and preparation for 
summer examinations.

Focus on the Non-Examined 
Assessment (NEA) including 
the research and planning 

stages of the NEA

Introduction to Othello by 
William Shakespeare

How the theme of Love is 
explored in the play 

Continuing the focus on Feminine Gospels
Identifying common themes and methods 
employed by Du�y as more poems in the 

collection are studied

Post 1945 Literature and the 
contexts that in�uenced writers.

Analysis of postmodern 
literature and Unseen Prose 

Revisiting Pre 1900 anthology 
of Love Poems

Analysing and comparing texts 
by comparing the way that love 
is presented in Atonement and 

the Pre 1900 anthology 
Introduction to the novel 

Spies by Michael Frayn
Novel will be read over two 

terms
Analysis of the text as an 
example of postmodern 

literature

Love Through 
the Ages

Unseen Love 
Poetry

Love Through 
the Ages

Pre 1900 Love 
Poetry 

Love Through 
the Ages

Atonement by 
Ian McEwan

Love Through 
the Ages
Comparing 

Atonement with 
the Pre 1900 Poems

Love Through 
the Ages

Revision and 
Introduction of the 

Non-Examined 
Assessment

NEA

Othello by 
William 

Shakespeare

Othello by 
William 

Shakespeare

NEA

NEA
Final

deadline

Revision

Texts in 
Shared 

Contexts

Unseen Prose

Texts in 
Shared 

Contexts

Spies by 
Michael Frayn

Texts in 
Shared 

Contexts
Cat on a Hot Tin 

Roof by Tennessee 
Williams

Texts in 
Shared 

Contexts
Cat on a Hot Tin 

Roof by Tennessee 
Williams

Texts in 
Shared 

Contexts

Revision

What you will learn in Year 13
In the Texts in Shared contexts side of the course, students will begin studying 

Carol Ann Du�y’s 2002 poetry collection, Feminine Gospels. This is a collection of 
21 poems in which Du�y explores women’s experiences through time and female 
identity. Students will consider how Du�y creates meaning in her poetry and the 

themes and methods she employs throughout the collection.
Once students have completed the study of Feminine Gospels, the rest of the year 

will be spent revising the content of the Texts in Shared Contexts side of the 
course and preparing for their summer examinations.

What you will learn in Year 13
In Year 13, the Love Through the Ages side of the course continues to focus on 

the Non-Examined component of the course, spending lesson time and 
independent study periods to read, research, plan and eventually write their 
2500 word comparative essay. They will also study the Shakespeare text for 
this course, Othello. In contrast to the previous texts studied in the Love and 
Relationships side of the course, Othello is a stand-alone text and students 

will not be asked to compare it with another text. They have the opportunity 
to explore the play in depth and consider the ways that Shakespeare explores 

the theme of Love within the play.

What you will learn in Year 12
Students will study the two main components:  Love Through 

the Ages and Text in Shared Contexts- Modern Times 
(Literature from 1945 to the present day).

In the Love Through the Ages side of the course, Year 12 
students will study Atonement by Ian McEwan and explore 
how the writer explores the theme of Love throughout the 

novel. This will be taught alongside a poetry anthology, 
Anthology of Love Poetry Through the Ages: Pre-1900. 

Students will then compare the novel and the poems in this 
anthology exploring how love and relationships.

In the second half of the course, Texts in Shared Contexts, Year 
12 students are introduced to postmodern literature and the 

contexts that have in�uenced writers in this period. The 
students will begin by studying unseen prose before moving 
on to novel Spies by Michael Frayn and play Cat on a Hot Tin 

Roof by Tennessee Williams.

Writing about Feminine Gospels as a 
whole text.

Considering the overarching themes 
and features that Du�y employs 

throughout the collectionof poems to 
explore the experiences of women 

throughout time

Feminine 
Gospels by 
Carol Ann 

Du�y

Feminine 
Gospels by 
Carol Ann 

Du�y

Feminine 
Gospels by 
Carol Ann 

Du�y
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JANUARY and
JUNE/JULY

MAY/JUNE

MOCK EXAMS

EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT

YEAR

12 CLICK ON EITHER YEAR BUTTONS TO TAKE YOU TO AN IN-DEPTH LEARNING JOURNEY FOR THAT YEAR
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